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ABSTRACT
The purposes of this study were to compare the
personality tra■ts of Outstanding and ■ess Outstanding ma■e
intercol■egiate swimmers and male members of sini■r ag  in
were male members of inter―
[ndiana University,  ・
B■oom■ngton, Indiana and lthaca Collegё. I , New York
during the 1970-71 Seasono  The popu■ation consisted of 27
swimmёrs (16 outstanding and ll less outstanding).
Cattell.s Sixteen Persona■ity Factor QuestiOnnaire
(16 PF)was uti■iZed as the persona■ity measuring instru―
mente  From an analys■S Of the data, the ■nvestigator
accepted hypothes■s ne, that the total sample Of sW■mmer
were not significantly different (alpha=。05)from ma■ёs of
s■m■lar age ■n the normal population.  However, the swュm―
meis differed from the nOェ.lal popu■atio  on four of the
s■xteen pr■mary personality factorso  The sw■mmers dif―
fered significantly fron the national norm on Factor A
(more reserved, detached, critical, a■oof), FactOr B (more
intelligeit, abstract―thinking, bright), FactOr E (more
asseitive,｀ independent, aggressive, stubborn, competitive),
・and FactOr N (more forthright, natural, art■ess, unpreten―
tious).
From an .analysis of the' datd, the investigator
accepted hypothes■s two.  The outstanding male ■nter―
co■legiate sw■mmers did not differ significant■y from the
■ess outstanding male interco■■egiate on any of the 16
pr■mary personality factors.
Although the ■nvestigator found four out oF s■xteen
factors significantly different (a■pha=。05)Wh n comparing
outstanding male intercollegiate swimmers to males of (
s■m■lar age ■n the normal populatiOn, he accepted hypothe―
sis:′three.  The outstanding male intercollegiate swimmers
differed significant■y from the national noェ‖l  Factor A
(more reserved, detached, critica■, a■oof), FactOr B (■ore
intel■igent, abstract―thinking, bright), FactOr N (more
forthright, natura■ artless, unpretentious)and Factor Q3
(more undisciplined se■f―conf■ict, follows own urges, care―
■ess of protocol).
From an analysiS Of the data, the investigator
accepted hypothes■s fouro  The less outstanding ma■e ■nter―
co■egiate swimmers did.not differ significantly (a■pha〒。05)
from males of s■m■■ar age ■n the normal population except
on Pactor E. T´he less outstanding sw■mmers were more
assertive, independent, aggress■ve, stubbo n and competi―
tiVe than ma■es of sinilar age in the noェ.lal population.
The fol■ow■ng conc■us■ons were madeo  Persona■ity
did not distinguish male ■ntercol■egiate sw■mmers from
ma■es of similar age in the normal population, persona■ity
does not distinguish levels of sw■mm■ng profic■en y and
personality did not distinguish outstanding ma■e
intercollegiate swimners
eollegiate svrimners from
population.
and less outstanding
males of similar age
male intar-
in the normal
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
It ii believea that traditionalists in society
today would generally agree that sport participation makes
a noteworthy contribution not orr-Iy to the academic and
physical phases of 1ife, but also to society and_ mankind
as a whoIe, This same attitude is reinforced by those
persons actively involved in teaching and conducting
research in physical education as well- as by those indivi-
d.uaLs who are practitioners--the coaeh and the athlete.
However, i-n our interest and enthusiasm we are apt to over-
Look or deny that there exist in the realm of athleties
some very serious contradictions- between what is said and
what is done. There is a common belief that athletic par-
ticipation has as its major aim the'development of the
individual athl-ete. It has been said that participation
builds a sound body as well as a sounld. mind, It builds
character and strength; it helps the inciividual mature.
It helps him grow to faee the more serious aspects of 1ife.
Athletics, in other words, represents a testing and devel-
oping ground in life whereby one can d'evelop personally.
Within the last two decades, there has been an
increase in the amount, quality and. seope of research
2beir,g eonducted in the area of phySical education and ath-
letics, Certainly, questions have been asked and solutions
have been found to Some of the profession's mos'b pressing
problems.
Certainly, one of the most difficult problems to
solve has been that no comprehensive model- for Oersonality
factors in athletics has been forwarded. This study was
not intended to develop the much sought-after mode1, but
an attempt was made to answer some of the questions rela-
tive to personality factors and athletics.
A basic premise for personality research in ath-
Letics has been that definable traits exist that are
capable of differentiating athletes in one sport frorn
those in another, or from non-athletes. Inplieit in such
work has been the idea that certain athl.etic activities
develop or at least encourage the development of some
personality traits, Contentions that athletics develop
character, courage, or aggressiverress are examples of such
a position.
Major emphasis in much of the work on athletic
personaliiy has treen on the identification of differences
among varicus groups of athletesr Bnd between athletes and
non-athletes. Results from sueh studies as reviewed in
Chapter 2 would seem to suggest numerous differences. ft
-appears, that when personality differences amctrg athletes
are'demonstrated, the inference is drawi that such traits
are related to success in a particular sport. Sometimes,
3the further inference is made that the presence of- such
traits in potential sport aspirants is desirable and that
the cultivation of such traits would be benefiei'aI to
suceessful performanee..
Faetors demonstrated to be differentiators are
suggestive of traits somehow linked to athletics, Demon-
strating that such traits are linked causally to success
ln a particular sport, however, is quite a different
matter. It.might be found, for example, that athletes
in a particul ar sport differ on a trait from other ath-
letes and from norms. It also rnay be found that these
traits dj.ffered between known 1eve1s of ability in the same
sportr or that continuing participation in the sport aug-
mented the magnitude of the trait.
For example, in respect to personality and ath-
letics; Johnsgard and Ogilvie (56) found that there was a
personality profile characteristic of racing car drivers.
They studied groups of sports raeing car drivers from
novice to national champions 'and Grand prix stars. The
similarity of a racing ear driver,s profil-e strongly
attested to a "competitive driver personaliff. " The
drivers were found. to be introverted, reserved, emotionally
stable, brightr r€asonably self-assertive, venturesorre,
tough-mindedr ?rrd to have,we1l developed super-egos. They
were average trusting types'and.srightly above average
with regard. to being imaginative, worldly wise, self-
assured, free thinking and self-sufficient. They possessed.
|
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extremeLy high self-control and funetioned at an extraor-
dinarily low level of tension, a trait that suggests a
high capacity to perform under stress. i
Another example of research with respect to
personality and athletics was, Kro1l.'s study (50). He
studied 9ll amateur and collegiate wrestlers utilizing the
Cattell Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire (16 PF).
They were studied across different Ievels of demonstrated
achievement in wrestling, Discriminant funetion analyses
failed to establish any profile differences between crite-
rion groups. Groups assessed were. (1) a superior group
comprised of 28 wrestlers from the 7964 United States
0lytrpic team, National Collegiate Athletic Association
(N.C.A.A.) or National Association of Intercollegiate
.Athletics (N.A.I.A, ) champions or place winners, (2) an
excellent group comprised of 33 col-legiate wrestlers who
were varsity representatives, rated exeellent by thei.r
coachr Brld who had won at least 60 percent of their matehes
during the season, and. (3) an average or below average
group of the 33 wrestlers remaining on four college teams
seeuYed for the stu<iy. When compared to the norms,
wrestlers demonstrated a significant d.eparture from
average on Factor I indicating tough-mindedness, self-
reliance, and masculinity. support was not found for the
suggestion that wrestlers may possess a neurotic profile.
Conpatible findings were reported. by parsons (ZZ)
who studied 35 canadian swimmers of nbtional championship
5caLibre with the 16 PF. He found Significant differences
between this entire group and the average population on 1J
of the primary prof i1e f actors. lrlhen contrasts were made
between the 11 athletes chosen to represent Canada at the
British'Empire and Comrnonwealth Games and the remeining
non-selected athletes (Uut stilI of championship ca]-ibre),
no significant differences were found. Similarly, Carlile
(44) found. no significant differences between 28
Australian Olympie swimmers and the average population
utilizing the 15 PF.
There has been discussion among coaches and
researeh investigators about the relationstrip between per-
sonal-ity traits of athletes and athletie performance.
Considerable emphasis has been placed on the identification
of the personality traits that were thought to relate
significantly to athletic achievement. The selection of
athleites sueh as those of national or international status,
permitted statements to be made about the personality of
the outstanding athlete.
Some personality researchers, e.9., those affili-
ated with sport, have focused their atiention on identi-
fying the specifie traits of athletes who participated in
such sports as footbalL, competitive race car driving,
wrestling and karate. The results of these studies leads
'one to believe that personality is sport-specific. How-
ever, personal-ity measurement does not always a11ow the
investigator to determine which athletes will be out-
|
6standing in a Particular sPort. '
When the investigator, through personality measure-
nent, differentiated between outstanding and less out-
standing athletes, it was sometimes difficult tc ascertain
why one athlete was a winner and another was a 1oser. It
was hypothesized that when athletes reach national or
international 1eve1s of competition, their physieal
abilities are very similar. If the above statement is true
the basic underlying question is: are there certain per-
sonality traits that continual1y place one individual above
all the others and if there are r what are they?
Personalogists, psyehologists associated with the
study of personality, do not agree on the answers to the
f ollowing qqestions: ( 1) Ho,rr does personality develop?
(2) What are the effeets of early experiences on person-
ality? e) Is there a critical periorl in personality
developrnent? (+) How d.oes heredity and environment affeet
personality? and (5) what is the influence of sensory
tleprivation? If agreement can be reached on the afore-
mentioned questions, personality and theories surrounding
it will not be elouded by so many intangibles (9f).
Statement gf the Problem
fhe purposes of this study were to compare the
.personaLity traits of outstanding and less outstanding male
intercollegiate swimmers and male menrbers of similar age
in the normal- population.
7Sisnificance of the Problem
Presently, there is a great d.eal of emphasis on the
study of personality traits of athletes. However, as the
investigator will revea'I in Chapter 2, there are con-
flicting inferenees regarding the studies done' previously;
It was the major objeetive of this study to compare the
personality traits of outstanding and less outstanding male
intercollegiate swi.nuners and males of similar age in the
normal populati-on.
Physical education is placing considerable emphasis
on sociology and psychology of sport, New courses have
been blossoming in the college currieulum and many studies
have focused on the social and psychologicaf behavior of
partieipants in sports.
It has been noted by Cratty (9), Oxendine (25), and
Singer (33), that many athletes have high needs for soeiaL
approval and for affil-iation. with the great emphasis on
sport and athletes in adolescent culture and with sport's
deemed importance by adult society, many ad.oleseents are
notivated to fulfill their needs for approval by partici-
pation in sport.
The study of the personality traits of athletes
has become popular among sport psyehologists and physical
educators around the world.. More specifically, some
investigators who have conducted stud'ies in the area of
personality and swimming are Arthur (40), Behrman (41),
Cofer (Z), Hendry (52,53,54), Heusner (90), Johnson (?),
√  8F
I{ane (t? ,tB ,3?) , Newman ( 58 ) , ogilvie (23 ,25 ,69 ,?\} ,
Rushall (?jr?4,92), Stembridge (8?), Tutko (25) ,
Warburton (3?), l{hiting (5t+,8?), and Young (25),
Scope of thejroblem
This study was conducted to assess the personality
traits of male intercollegiate swimmers from Indiana Uni-
versity, Blooni-ngton, Indianao and Ithaca Col1ege, Ithaca,
New York, Furthermore, the investigator desired to deter-
mine if the srvimmers wi:o were participating at different
1eve1s of competition possessed different personality
traits and also to compare the personality of those
swinmers to males of similar age in the normal population.
The follorving sub-problems were included in this
study i
l, To assess the personality traits of outstanding
nale intercollegiate swimmers
2, To assess the personality traits of less out-
standing male intereollegiate swimmers.
3, To eonpare the personality traits of the entire
sample of swiruners to males of similar age in the normal
population.
&. To compare 
:nu 
personality traits of out-
standing rnale irrtercollegiate swinmrers tc l.ess outstanding
male intercoliegiare s'wi-mmers.
5, To eompare the personal:,ty traits or' out-
standing male intercollegiate swirmners and males of similar
|
ll
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age in the normal poPulation.
6. To compare the personality
standing male intercollegiate swinmrers
age in the normal population.
Definition of Terms
traits of less out-
and males of similar
????????
???
?
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Cattell Sixteen Personality FactOr QuestiOmaire
(16 PF).  A test was deVised by Ray■Ond Bo cattell in 1957
give the. most eomplete coverage of personality possible
a brief time. The 15 primary factors measured by the
PF ares
Factor Ar Reserved, detached, critical, aLoof (l-)
versus outgoing, warmhearted, easy-going, participating
(.e+1 
.
Factor B: Less intelligent, concrete-thinking (B-)
versus more intelligent, abstract-thinking, bright (g+).
Factor-Cr Affeeted by feelings, emoti.onally less
stable, easily upset (C-) versus emotionally stable, faces
realityr caIm, mature (C+).
. Factor Er Humble, miLdr accommodating, conformirg,
milquetoast (E-) versus asserti.ve, independent, aggressive,
stubborn, eompetitive (f+1.
Factor F: Sober, prudent, serious, taciturn (F-)
versus happy-go-1ucky, irnpulsiveLy 1ive1y, Bayr enthusias-
tie (F+).
Faejor G: Expedient, evades rules, feels few
obligations (G-) versus conscientious, persevering, staid.,
9
10
rule-bound (c+).
Faetor Hr Shy, restrained, timid (H-) versus ven-
turesome, socially bold, uninhibited, spontaneous (H+1.
Faetor I: Tough-minded, seLf-reliantr' realistic,
no-nonsense (f -) versus tender-minded, depend.ent, over-
protected, sensitive (t+1.
fag@r .Trusting, adaptable, free of jealousy,
easy to get aLong with (1,-) versus suspicious' self-
opinionated, hard to fool (1,+).
Factor Mr Practieal, careful, conventional, proper
(u-) versus imaginati.ve, wrapped up in inner urgencies,
careLess of practieal matters, bohemian (tu+1 .
Fact-or N: Forthright, natural, artlesse unpre-
tentious (W-) versus shrewd, calculating, wor1d1y, pene-
trating (x+).
Factor 0: Plaeid, self-assured, confident, serene
(0-) versus apprehensive, worrying, depressive, troubled
(o+).
Factol Q1: Conservative, respecting established
ldeas, (Q1-) versus experimenting, critical, analytical,
free-thinking (0r+1.
Factor Q2: Group dependent, a joiner and a sound
follower (eZ-) versus self-sufficient, prefers otyn
deeisions (02+1.
Fabtor Qqr Undisciplined self-confLict, follows
own urges, eareless of protocol (e:-) versus controlled,
socially-precise, following self-image (03+1.
11
I
Factor Q4r Relaxec, unfrustrated (e+-) versus
\ tense, frustrated., driven (Q4+)'
pp.]-lggi-al. Any member of the varsity swimming team
who is officially enrolled in a four-year accredited
sehool leading towards a bachelor's degree'
Factor. A factor is a combination of two or more
personalitY traits.
Long Course. In swimming, a pool which is 50
: meters in 1-ength.
Short Course. In swimming, a pool whieh is 75
ret ,, il[fr least 4J feet in width with a rninim,m'.' fr
)- water dePth of ll feet.
!\ 
N-ational Time Stan9ilrdq. Time standards estab-
lished each lrear by the National Collegiate Athletie Asso-
ciation (N.C.A.A. ) Swimming Rules Committee'
Outstandlne. Those swimmers who have equalled or
bettered L9?7 N.C.A.A. time standards established for
university or college division schools.
Less-0utstanding, Those swj-mmers who have not
aehieved the 79?t N.C.A.A. time standards estbblished for
university and college division sehools.
Personality. "The dynamic organization within the
individual of those psychological systems that determine
his unique adjustrnents to his envi.ronment" (t:l+8).
EgS@. "Multi-dinensional change
'in response to experience of a multi-dimensional situation"
(38:434). 
.
@..
measured by the
son.
Trait-.
react as he has
past in similar
(zBzzt6),
t2
A graphic illustration of the 15 factors
15 PF. They were ,""U for visual compari-
"The l-earned tendeney of an individual to
reacted more or less suceessfully in the
situations when similarly motivated"
Wo4d Becord. Records which may be set by any
amateur swimmer in the world for a specifib event which
has been established in a certified long-course pool and
reeognized by an international review board.
Hvootheses--Stated in NuII
. 1. There were no significant differences in
personality traits of male intercollegiate swimmers and
males of similar age in the normaL populaiion.
' 2. There were no significant <iifferences in per-
sonality traits betvreen outstanding male intercollegiate
swimmers and less outstanding male intereollegiate
swimmers.
3, There were no significant differences in the
personality traits of outstanding rnale intercollegiate
swimmers and males of similar age .in the normal population.
l+. fhere were no significant differenees in the
personality traits of less outstanding male intercolle-
giate swimmers and mal-es of similar age in the normal popu-
lation.
t3
.Assumptions
The following were assumpti-ons of this study:
1. The individuals who administered the test did
so in the prescribed manner,
2, All questions on the 15 PF were answered
truthfully.
3. -An. individual's personality is basically f ixed
by the time he is fourteen years of age (91) but may
. 
4. An individual's personality can be factored
into specific segments making it reasonable, ,therefore, to
speak about specific traits.
Limitations of the Studv
The foLlowing were limitations of this siudyr
1 . Personality testS , including the '' 15 "PF, measure
a number of complex traits. It is difficult to select a
test that is truly valid and reliab1e.
2, The test was not adninistered to the samples
at the same time.and place.
3, fhe test was administered by two individuals.
It. Reliability or validity coefficients of the 15
PF were not calculated
Delimitations of the Study
. The following were delimitations of this stud,y:
1. 0n1y male intercollegiate swimmers from
fndiana Universi.tyr'Blcioiriingfon,'Indiana and Ithaca
「ノ、
1年
Co1lege, Ithaca, New York were included in this study.
2, The findings may be applied onJ.y to the
swirnmers sampled.
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF°RELATED LttTERATURE
fntroduction
The following is a revierv'of availabl-e literature
relative to the present study, This chapter is subdivided
into the follovring areasr (1) learning theory of person-
aIi.tyt (Z) personality and physical ability; (:) person-
ality and selected sportsl (4) perso.nality and swimmersl
and (5) summary.
Leg]:nine Theorv ang PersonaliW
The main reason for ineluding personality theory
in the body of this chapter was( to possibly focus light
on the question, (t) does the individual'parti.cipate in
a specific activity because of his personalityr or (Z)
does the activity influence the de'relopment of his person-
ality?
Although the application of learning theory to i
persondlity researeh is stiLl relatively new in its devel-
opment, it is possibly more applieable to this study than
some others. It should not be overlooked by researchers
in physical education intenested in such facets of person-
Elity as anxiety, aggression, and achievement motivation.
The'learning theory is built on the'premise that all
???
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behavior is ■earned or that man is・ product of his envi―
ronment。
Learn■g, 1lke persOna■ity, is not directly observ・
ab■eo  And aga■n as ■n persona■ity study, there are many
theor■es which have been developed to expla■n the nature
andrfunction■ng of the ■nferred leaェニュュng processo  Gener―
a■ly speaking, these theor■es can be class■fied as e■th r
assoc■atiVe Or cognitive.  The pr■mary conce n of ■ea ■g
―theor■stS and researchers ■s to di cover how behaVlor ■s
changed as a resu■t of exper■ence or practice.  Since an
individua10s persona■ity is determined to a very great
degree by his ■nteractions w■th his env■ro ment, it is
inev■table that the ■n erests of the ■earn■g theor■st and
those of the persona■ity theor■st would come to overlap.
Modern learndng theory has been deve■opedずon the
foundation laid by Pav■oV in his famous studies of classi―
caltcondition■ng.  Traceable to this work are such bas■c
concepts as the unconditioned response, the unconditioned
stimu■us, the conditioned response, the conditioned stin―
ulus, extinction, stimu■us generalization, and stinulis
discr■m■nation.  The re■nforcement theory of Do■la d and'
Mi■ler, w■th an emphas■s on the significance of drェve  ,
reduction, has been espec■ally inf■u ntial×w■th person‐
ality・theor■sts, in part because Dol■ard and Miller
accёpted the importance of many of Freudes ideas,about
personalityo  ln attempting to bring more rigor to the
study oF Freudian concepts, Dollard Jnd Mi■■br de,e■ciped
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theory and researeh using learning principles. Their con-
ception of the learning process insists upon the necessity
of specifying the likely nature and strength of the within-
organism proeesses whidh intervene between stimulus and
response. This is one of the key differences between the
Dollard-Miller approach to learning and the operant theory
advanced. by Skinner. The l-atter, .of course, believes that
it is not only futile but aLso possibly self-defeating for
psychologists to 'guess" about the nature of within-
organ5.sm processes. Also, Skinner emphasizes the basic
difference between emitted or operant behavior and respon-
dent behavior (Z).
Cognitive theories of learning have been receiving
inereased attention among psychologists in recent years,
although the early work of Kohler on insight Learning and
of Tolman on latent learning and cognitive maps is also
quite important in this regard. The social learning
theoried.'of Rottei and of Bandura and.Illaliers have been of
particular interest to persona3-ity theorists sinee thi.s
type.of theory emphasizes the importanee of social, inter-
action or eontext in giving direetion to learning. Such
theories usualLy incorporate concepts which refer to com-
plex mental events which are hypothesized to i-ntervene
between stimulation and response; Rotter, for example,
emphasizes the significance of expectancy while Bandr.rra
and Y{aLters pay particular attention to observational
learning. Also, eognitive theorists ordinarily point out
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the necess■ty to distinqu■h carefully between perfoュニロanc
and learn■ng.  Finally, though, one must not over■o k the
fact that cOgnitive theorists do not reject a■■ of the
pr■ncユp■es Or concept,'which were developed origina■■y
by the assoc■atiVe theor■stso  The sign■ficance of re■n―
forcement, for examp■e, iS accepted by almost all ■earning
theorists ■o matter how much they may diきagre  on other
matters (2).
Ha■ andL´indzey (11)definedヽseveral aspects of
personality theoryo  They concluded that an individual.s
personality is assessed by the effectiveness w■th which he
■s able to elic■t pos■tive reactions from a var■ety of
persons under different c■rcunsta ces.
Ha■l and Lindzey (11)cited several theories that
argued the oppos■te po■nt of V■ew that env■ro ments have
spec■fic effects on the total indiv■dual.  To assess the
total indiv■dual is almost mean■ngless un■ss s■tuational
c■rcumstances are known.
Since the primary coicern of this sub―area was per―
sonality and not learning per se, the investigator has
attempted to show how ■earn■g relates to some of the
major problems studied by personality psychologistso  The
■nvestigator exam■ned how ■earning has contr■buted to the
fol■owing prbblems in the persona■ity domain8  the Struc―
・tural, the dynam■c, the assessment, the developmental, and
the biological―enVironmental.
In summary of the area of l-earning theory and
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personality, wiggins and others (39:80) stated that
the role of learning occupi-es a
prominent place in the understandlng of humanpersonality. The key to personality lies in
the mechanisms and processes whereby learning
takes place. L'earning is the foundation,
because it is through the meehanisms and
processes of learning that ttte specitiq content
of human personality is acquired. It is
through the processes and mechanism of classical
conditioning that specific actions are acquired
and through. ineentive learning that values
develop.
Lersola1ity. and Physical AbilitY
The term personality has many meanings, but in
general, its usage is based upon the assumption that there
are eonsistencies in behavior which are evidenced by an
indlvidual in a variety of situations. Personality denotes
the total behavioral pattern of a person and.is usua}ly
experimentally divided into traits denoting vaLues,
intellect, emotional makeup, and at timesr perceptual-motor
attributes.
Despite the fact that indi.vidual differences in
neuro-motor makeup influence performance in basie wayst
the tcind of envirorunent in which the athlete praetices, the
d5mamics of interactions between teammates, and the per-
sonal attributes of the performer himself all influence
the qual-ity and quantity of effort he will put forth.
Athletes usua1ly have an acute awareness of the
social implications of their suecesses and/or failures.
Good athletes are often extremely perceptive; they know
their own physical and emotional Limitations and
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attributes. They are also aware of the psychological make-
up of those with whom they cone in contact. Investigators
have used a wide varieiy of personality scales with dif-
fering terminologies on subiects of varying ability in
both individual- and group sports' Useful detailed reviews
(9rf 8 rt+3r4516? rB7r90) of the current state of knowledge are
available which tend, in general, to support the notion
that athletie ability correlates highly with such person-
ality dimensions aS aggression, dominance, drive, tough-
mindedness, and others assoeiated with the outgoing socia-
bIe behavior of the extravert. Confidenee, lack of anxiety
and emotional stabil-ity are another set of traits which.
have often been found among high-Ieve1 athletes.
Both Kane (18) and Cratty (g) expressed an interest
in the relationship between higher athletic ability and
extraversive tendenci-es. They reported that care must be
taken with respect to generalizations about this trait
because there was a tendency for team verSLlS individual
sport differenees to appear. WhiLe extraversion correlated
highly with competitive athletie success among British
schoolboys, it was not apparent that extreme extraverts
would proceed to the highest levels. From observation of
the 'individual" athlete's overt behavior, the explanation
seems to Iie in the development of intense subjeetivity
and self-analysis that result from constant competitive
crises.
Dominance is normally related positively with
??
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abiLity in individual sports, but apparently, professional
game players must be reasonably able to conform and submit
to the interests of the team. The relationship betvreen
introversion and extraversion has been shown to change with
the sport t zB€ of competitorsr slld leve1 of competition.
Hovrever, what does seem certain i.s that all champion
athletes must be high in surgeney (Factor F).
Cratff (g) perhaps best represents those writers
who hold the conviction that a specifie combination of
personality traits differentiates the superior performer
from others in the same activity. He voiced the assumption
that eliciting superior athletic perfornance is solely a
problem of psyehol.ogically preparing the athLete. over-
looked is the indication that superior athletes probab1y
possess innate perceptual motor attributes somewhat differ-
ent from those of the mediocre performer. If a group of
athletes are exposed to the same practice conditions,
influenced by the personality'of the same coaehr ?r1d
encouraged to persist ih their efforts by the same kinds of
notivating conditions, their finaL performances will differ
widely.
CratW (g) believed that for an athlete to b.e
superior, he must be able to cope with. certain psycholog-
ical fears. These fears.are: (t) tne removaL of various
fears in training and in competition, i,e., the fear of
pain during extensive, quality training, and (2) the
ability to overcome the fear of failure. Also, he con-
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cLuded that certain groups of personality traits are found
in superior athletes. Certain clusters of traits are found
to be specific to vari-ous sports and will be explained
later in this chapter.
Cofer and Johnson (7) eoncl-uded in 1950, in their
extensive review of literature, that less than twenty
studies had made a contribution to the understanding of the
personality structure of high-Ieve1 eornpetitors. .They con-
cLuded that there was perhaps some evidence to support the
generalization that "the exceptional athlete could be
described as a speeial breed. " The conclusions focused
attention on the statement that perhaps sport is
personality-specific and that possibly the individual's
personality profile guides him towards that sport. It must
be said, however, that conflicting results and conclusions
are to be found in the literature since tg5iO, though many
of these are perhaps due to eonceptual and methodological
inaccuracies r
Cooper (45) concLuded that one general problem
pervading work in the area of athletics and personality is
the lack of attempts to differentiate athletic participa-
tion from physical activity. The kind of personality
factors compelling an individuaL to join and work with a
team, with its regular practices, leadership and. peer
invol-vements, and continuity over time, might well
separate from the individual's physieal abirities and his
psychological needs for such activity.
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Cooper (46) i.n reviewing tlie related 1-iterature,
summarized his findings so that the reader has a "pai-nted
picture" of athletes when correlating their personality
traits with athletic partieipation and motor ability. He
concluded that athletes werer (t) more outgoing and
socially confident; (2) more outgoing and socially aggres-
si.vet 3) higher in social adjustrnent as rated by both
teachers and peers; (4) higher in prestige and social
status t (5) frigner in self-eonfldence t (6) stronger com-
petitors t 0) less anxious; (8) more emotionally stable;
(9) less compulsive; (.to) more tolerant of physical
painl (ff) lower in feminine interests and (fz) higher in
masculi-ne ones.
Much of the research in the area as a whole seems
to attempt to justify partieipation in athletics and phys-
ical- education as both important and helpful aspects of
growth and maturity, i.n a physieal and psychologieal sense.
It is not clear to what extent the various aspects of
personality are related and how do they r.elate to greater
or Lesser degrees of physical ability, athletie participa-
tion, and athletic success
.Nelson and Langer (6il investigated the relation-
ship between athletic performance and some psyehological
variables using both the 15 PF (short form) and the Taylor
Irlanifest Anxiety Seale (tt{eS). Resting leveI of state
arxiety, pre-game arxietyr and coaches game-by-game rating
of individual performance were found'to be signifieantly
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re■ated tO SuCCesso  They concluded that the■r data
supported the general Statement that the Successful athlete
has ■nterna■ mechan■smS fOr prepar■ng for cOmpetitione
ln conclus■on of thiS area――persona■ity and.phys■―
ca■ ability――■t can be nOted that psyCh01ogy prov■des dir―
ection ■n teaching methOdo10gy and understanding the
lёarning process, in becOming more knowledgeable about
growth and deVe■opm nt factOrS, and in general, in inter―
preting and predicting humanibehaviOro  However, different
test instruments measure different tra■ts an  it iS
ζeherally a Very diffiCu■t jOb tO analyze and compare
research resultso  Also, eve, if identical teSting dev■ces
were uSed, the results may very Well be diss■m■■ar.  For
examp■e, Kane (18)found, using the 16 PF, that FactOr F
(surgency)and FactOr E 〈 ominance)Were important in
distinguishing champion athletese  He concluded that it iS
■ntrovers■on rather than extraVers■On which is Suggested by
a signifiこantly high s6ore in FactOr M (autia).″ High
scor■ng in thiS tra■t WaS character■Stic of those whO are
se■f―absOrbed indiV■duals W■th inner urgenc■es,  There was
hb tuggestion of emotiOna■ instab lity and in terms of the
major dimensiOn of anxiety, they were significantly 10W.
On the contrary Heusner (90), in a siniliar study
w■th 01ympic athletes, fOund them to be significantly more
じxtravertedo  Heusner also agrees with COfer and 」ohnson
(7)that the exceptional athlete couldibe described as a
“spec■al breed。.
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PersolaLity and Selecled Sports
Kroll (50), as previously mentioned, stud.ied gl+
collegiate wrestlers across different leve1s of demon-
strated achievement. Utilizing the 15 PF, discriminant
function analyses failed to establish any profile differ-
ences between criterion groups. When compared to norms,
however, wrestiers dernonstrated a significant departure
from average on Factor I indicating tough-mindedness,
self-reLianee, and masculinity.
Also mentioned in Chapter 1 was Johnsgard and
Ogilvie's investigation (2)) of the race ear drivers. From
this study, they were able to eonclude that racing car
d,rivers are of a certain, specific personality type. If
one were to aceept the premise of'this study, it might be
postulated that testing a group of unknown men, would aLlow
selection of those individuals whose profiles are most
cIearl-y simiLar to the knovrn racing car drivers. Predie-
tion could thereby be nade as.to success as a racing car
driver.
Krol1 and Peterson (62) studied five coLLege foot-
ball teams (tt=139), Personality profiles of the five teams
on the 16 PF w'ere serutinized through a multiple discrimi-
nant analysis and a maximum likelihood classification
nethod. Significant discrimination between teams was
ilemonstrated with the highest contributors to the derived-
discriminant function being Factor B (intelligenee) r Factor
H (shy versus bold), Factor 0 (confident versus worryirg)
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and Factor Q3 (Casual Versus contro■■ed).  Ba ed upon    l1/1
actual versus predicted group membership, the percentage of
correct c■ass■fication Was 55。  When based upon prediction
■nto w■nn■ng or ■os■ig°categor■es, the percentage of
correct c■assification was 82.  A■soθ they assumed that al■
footba■l env■ronments were s■m■lar.
Straub and DaViS (81)studied four varsity colleg―
■ate footba■l teanso  The■r cr■teron groups were fOotba■■
players attending a small private col■ege (N=50), an lvy
League University (N=69), a,smal■New York State sch001
(N=44)and a Big Ten Confbrence,Sёhoo■(N=83).  They used
the 16 PF aS their test instrumento  Subjecting the data
to multip■e discrininant function ana■yses, they found that
there was no significant differences ■n team perso ality
profile compar■sons between the lvy League, State Co■■eg ,
or Private Co■l ge   The Big Ten University team.s profile
was fOund to be significant■y diffёrent from each of the
other three teanso  The teams were found to be signifiニ
cantly different (alpha=.01)on Factor I (tough―minded
versus tender―minded), FactOr N (forthright versus shrewd),
and FLctor Ql (conservative versus experimenting).  The
teans were significant■y d ferent (a■pha=。o5)on FactOr M
(practica■ versuS imaginative)3 FactOr O (self―assured
versus apprehensive)and Q2 (group.dependent versus self―
・suFficient).
Berger and Litt■efield (42)studied 30 0utstanding
college fOotbal■ a hletest 39 ■On‐Outstanding c01lege
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football athletes and 30 college non-athletes, after co1-
tro11-ing for scholastic aptitude. Using the California
Psychologieal Inventory (Cpf), they found no significant
differences (alpha=.01) between the groups or on any of
the 18 items of the CPI' nor a composite score. Ihe
insignificant differences in CPI scores found between out-
standing athletes; Dotl-outstanding athletes, and non-
athletes when groups were equated on Scholastic Aptitude
Test scores, indicated that participation in varsity foot-
balL may not develop more favorable characteristics of
soeial interaction and soeial living than nonparticipation.
illerriman (65) used the CPI and the Phillips JCR
Test to determine the relationship between motor abiS-ity
and personal-ity traits. The tests were administered. to B0B
high sehool boys. For purposes of eomparison, the subjects
were classified into the following groups: upper and
lower motor ability groupst athletes and non-athletes
uatched according to motor abrlity"scores I and participants
in team sports, participants in team-individual sports. The
upper motor ability group scored significantly higher
(alpha=,05) than the lower motor ability group on the
ueasures of poise, aseendancyr EItd self-assurance and on
the measures of intellectual and inter.est modes. Few sig-
nificant differences were found between mean CPI Scores.
'when the athletes and non-athletes were matched according
to motor ability. Few significant differences (a}pha=.0J)
were found between mean CPI seores for participants in
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team sports, participants in individual sports and partici-
pants in team-individual sports. The results of this study
perhaps indieate that motor ability is related to person-
ality traits. '
Keogh (59) attempted to differentiate more ade-
quately between the terms motor ability and athletic
participation in their relationship to some measurable
aspects of personaliff. A group of t6? college junior and
senior male students were classified both as to motor abil-
ity and participation in athletics- and were administered
the CPI. Utilizing a total test response derived from the
sum of ranks of median Scores, low and'middle motor ability
groups. ranked higher in, the main effects and within the
nonathletic and intramural participation groups, but
athletic participation did not appear to have any effect
upon the measures studied. The pattern of results sug-
gested an expec_tation hypothesis wherein higher ratings
in the personality inventory might be achieved by groups
of subjects vrho participated at a leve1 whieh would be
"expected" in relation to motor ability,
Schendel (ZS) also used the CPI when eomparing the
psychological eharacteristics of athletes and nonpartiei-
pants in athletics at three educationa.l leve1s, i.e.
junior high sehool (ninth grade), senior high school
'(twetfth grade) and college males ( juni-ors ancl seniors).
He found there vrere speeific differences (aIpha=.05)
between the measures of the personal-social psychological
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characteristics of athletes and nonparticipants at the
ninth, twelfth and college leve1s'. At the college 1eve1,
athletes rated as substitutes generally possess psycholog-
ical eharacteristics whiich are more like the eharacteris-
tics of eollege nonparticipants in athletics than those of
the athLetes rated as regular players or outstanding
athletes.
Slusher Og) compared selected high school athletes
(junior and senior lettermen in baseba1l, basketball, foot-
balI, swimming and wrestling) with non-athletes from the
same population for differences in selected profile scales,
as indicated by the Minnesota Multiphasic Personal.ity
Inventory ltOrel), and intelfigencer 2s neasured by the
Lorge-Thornd.ike Intelligence Iest (Le.re1 1O-12), A random
sample of 100 non-athletes and 400 athletes ( fOO baseball
players, 1.00 basketball players, 100 fcotba}l players, 50
swimmers and J0 wrestlers) selected by stratified ehance
selection were administered the MMPIr
The baseball group was characterized by a rela-
tively lovr nerrotic profile. When compared with the
nonathletic group, it was significantly higher on the Hs
(hypoeirondriasis) and D (depression) seales. They
attained the highest score for all the.groups on the M-a
(hypomania). They were signifieantly lower than the non-
itntetic group on the b1f (femininity) scale and intelli-
gence.
The basketball group was significantly higher than
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the nonathletic group relative to the HS (hypocnondriasis)
and D (depression) scales. They were significantly lorver
than the nonathletic group on the Pd (psychopathic devia-
tion), I\[F (femininitS,) 'and MA (hypomania) profiles,' and
were also significantly lower then the nonathLetic grotlp
in,intelligence. This group was the most deviate from both
the nonathletic group and all other athletie groups.
The football group displayed a heightened profile
relative to Hs (hypochondriasis), Hy (hysteria), Pd (psy-
chopathic deviation) and. Ma (hypomania). Compared with the
normal group, they were significantly higher on the Hs
(hypochondriasis) and Hy (trysteria) scales, although lower
on Mf (femininity). They were also significantly lovrer
than the nonathletic group in intelligeneeg however, they
indieated a higher 1eve1 of intelligence than any other
athletic groupr
According to Slusher Qg) the swirnming group had
the lowest profil-e of all athletic groups. They were
almost identical to the nonathletic group, except they
were significantly lower on the Pd (psychopathie deviation)
and Mf (femininity) profiles and were significantly lower
in intelligence. They were the only athletic group not
displaying a significant difference from the nonathletic
group relative to Hs (hypochondriasis).
The wrestling groiip was characterized by great
elevations in D (depression), Pd (psychopathis deviation)
and Pt (psychasthenia). They were significantly higher
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than the nonathletic groups relative to Hs (hypochondria-
sis) and Pt (psychasthenia). They were significantly lower
than the nonathletic group in Ivlf (femininity) and intelli-
gence. '
It should be noted. that the football and wresttring
grQups demonstrated. the most similar profiles. Ihey tended
to display the most neurotic profile of all groups studied.
.AIso, wrestlers had the lowest intelligence scores of all
athletie groups studied while footbalL players had the
highest intelligence scores.
Thune (82) studied the personality of weight-
lifters. An inventory was administered to 100 0akland
Y!|ICA male weightlifters .and to 100 other YMCA nale athletes
(non-weightlifters) in an effort to determine group dif-
ferences in attitudes and dispositions of personality.
Thune's suggestive conclusions were that the weightlifting
group felt more strongly than the controls that their
heaLth had improved, that basically they were shy, that
they lacked self-confidence and that they did not obtain
satisfaction through participating at a loss, in the uore
traditional physical activities. Ihey want to be strong
and dominant, emulating other strong men.
Bosco (88) used the 15 PF when. he studied 84
charnpion male gyrnnastsi He found (a1pha=,0J) that they
have a strong tendency toward brightness and intelligence'
calmness and maturity, eriticisn and. experimentationr and
control and exactness,
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Kro1l and Carlson (6t) stu<iied ?7 amateur karate
partieipants with the 15 PF. Multiple discriminant
analysis revealed no significant profile differences
between the advanced (N=17), intermediate (tt=25) or novice
classifications (N=29) .
, Sinee original criterion groups were formed on a
basis of belt classification and length of participation, a
hierarchial grouping analysis of the 7I personality pro-
files were performed as a means of eliciting alternate
classification eriteria. None were suggested. It was
eoncluded that on the basis of the 15 PF and the sample
studiedr ro profile components or patterns were found which
differentiated between (t) Ievels of karate participation
and proficiency or Q) karate participants and the norrnal
population.
Chipman (89) using the Gordon Personat Profile
(Cpp), found that with a sample of college males, the team
sports participants were more soei.able and ascendant than
the individual sports participants. He also found that
nonparticipants were nore original in thinking than the
team members and that the individual sport members were
nore original in thinking than team sports members,
Hunt's (sil stud.y vras designed to investigate the
differences-*,ir1 four personaility traits betweenl Negro and
Caucasian athletes and non-athletes utilizing the Gpp. A
total of 111 subjects was divided into four groups based
upon their ethnic baekground and athletic ability, The
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results produced seven significant'differences at the ,05
level: three between Caucasian athletes and Caucasian non-
athletes; one between Negro varsity athletes and Negro non-
athletes; and three between caucasj-an varsity athletes and
Negro non-athletes. These results suggested that Caucasian
varsity athletes were significantly different and ranked
higher in ascendancy, responsibility and emotional stabil-
ity traits when compared to Negro and Caucasian non-
athletes. Negro varsity athletes were significantly dif-
ferent and ranked higher in responsibility when eompared to
Negro non-athletes. No significant differences occurred
when Caucasian varsity athletes and Negro varsity athletes
were compared or when Negro non-athletes and Cartcasian non-
athletes were compared. Hunt concluded that athletest
regardless of ethnic background, tend to have different
sel-ect personality traits when compared to non-athletes.
When the investigator controlled the ethnic background
variable, there were significant differences in selected
personality traits betrveen Caueasian varsity athletes and
Negro and Caucasian non-athletes; and between Negro varsity
athletes and Negro non-athletes. Caucasian varsity ath-
letes and Negro varsity athletes tended to have similar
selected personality traits as did Negro and Caucasian
non-athletesr
The purpose of LaPlaeers stud.y (54) was to deter-
mine nhether speeific personality traits are associated
with suecess in professional basebail. To determine this,
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a "SucceSS" group of 49 major leagrle players was compared
to a "non-success" group of 54 minor league players. The
MMPI and a biographical data sheet were employed. H€ con-
cluded that major leagUe players were better able than
minor league players to: (1) apply their strong "drive"
towards a definite objective by exercising self-discipline;
(Z) adjust to occupations, as professional basebaLl,
requiring social contact, or the ability to get along well
with other peoplel and (3) exercise initiative.
Singer (78) used the Edwards PersonaL Preference
Schedule (fppS) to test baseball and tennis players at the
collegiate Ievel before the season began. Using multiple
discriminant function analysis, Do significant differences
in personality profiles were observed between the ter'^nis
and baseball groupsr or between the highest 20 and lowest
20 ranked baseball players. Itihen making between and within
group comparisons wi'th nor:native data'on each of 1J person-
ality traits, a few traits, such as aehievementr intra-
ception and dominance, emerged as significant.
Booth (4:) used..the 1lgl,'lPl to compare the personality
ratings of the following college students: (1) freshman
and upper-class athletes and non-athletesl (2) freshman
and varsity athletes who participated in only team, indi-
vidual, op team and individual sportsr and (3\ athletes
'who were rated. 
.as poor or good. competitors. He f ound. that
varsity athletes and upperclass non-athletes sigpifieantly
differed (alpha=.0J) from the freshman athletes and
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non-athletes on the dominance variable. Freshman athletes,
freshmen non-athletes and upperclass non-athletes scored
significantly higher than the varsity athletes on the
aru<iety variable. On the social responsibility variable,
the upperclass non-athletes and upperclass non-athletes
scored significantly higher than the freshmen athletes and.
non-athletes and. the varsity athletes.
Varsity athletes who participated in only individ-
ua1 sports scored significantly higher on the depression
variable than those who participated only in team sports,
0n the psychasthenia variable, the participants in varsity
individual sports scored significantly higher than the
athletes who participated in both team and individual
varsity sports.
Lakie (53) combined selected scales from the
0nnibus Personality Inventory and the Attitude Inventory
to compare the personality traits of 230 athletes from a
state university, a private university and two state
co11eges. Utilizing AN0VA, he found no signifieant dif-
ference (alpha=.05) on any of the'.five scales for total
sports groups. For total school groups he found ? sig-
nificant difference'on the social maturity sca1e, with the
athLetes at the private unj-versity scoring higher than
athletes at each of the other three schools, For sports
groups within their own sehools the follovring results were
foundr (a) at the private university, the football
players had a lower mean score on th'e social introversion
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scal-e than did the traek men' (U) ai the state university,
the tenlis-go]f group had a higher mean sccial maturity
score than any other group and (c) at the state co1Ieges,
both the basketball players and wrestlers had a higher mean
liberalism score than the tennis-golf group. Differences
betvreen siurilar groups at different schools were as follows I
(a) the football players ai the private university had a
lower mean Score on the social introversion scale than
footba1l players at the state colleges, ErId (b) the
tennis-goIf group at the state university had a higher mean
social maturity score than the tennis-go}f group in the
state colIeges. One nay conelude that the differentiating
characteristics of speeific groups may be the result of
the manner in which the progran is conducted, the emphasis
placed upon the program, or the individuals in charge of
the program.
Utilizing itlest Point athletes, Werner and Gottheil
(85) assessed the changes in personality using the 15 PF.
A comparison of change was nade between 115 cadets with no
high school athletic experienee and 340 cadets with experi-
enee. They eoncluded that the pattern of personality
structure changed littIe over the four-year period. The
differences ivhich originally existed generally remained
after the fourth year. The assertion that college athlet-
'ics produees changes in personality was not supported.
Further researeh is warranted with different tests, differ-
ent groups and. at lower age leveLs,
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Theュr cOnc■usons were ■n direct conf■ict w■th con―
clus■ons made by other ■nVestigatOrs.  For example, War―
burton and Kane (37870)Stated "that there is a re■atiOn―
ship in change in persona■ity through participation in
ath■eticS."                                   ´
To conclude this area of personality and other
sports, it was quite c■ear to thiS investigatOr that cOn"
f■icting reportsO investigations and studies have been
conducted by researchers around the wor■do  Some o■the
more recent studies have been more mean■ngfu■ becau,e Of
‐the ■mproVement in research techniques, testing instruments
and the greater sophiStication of those conducting these
invёstigationso  However, g■aring errors have・been noted in
studies done by some of the ■eading sports psycho■ogists。
It a■sO shOu■d be noted that this rev■ew waS not intended
to be critica■ of thOSe studies that haVe been made pre―
vious■y but on■y to en■ighten the reader to what has been
done prev■ously.
Personalitv and SWimmers
Arthur (403185)Stated that
competitiVe sw■mm■ng has become one of
the giants of amateur athleticso  The ■ncrease
in the number of swir.ming poo■s, the expanding
age grOup program, and the fantastic achieve―
ents of the 01ympic sw■mmers have transfoェlned
competitiVe sw■mm■ng from a re■ativy parochia■
sport concentrated in a few centers to a wor■d―・       w■de faVor■te.
Behrman (41)in 1962 studied 20与 entering ma■e
freshmen (102 swimmers and 102 non―swimmers)at the city
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College of New York. The investiga'tion was made to deter-
rni-ne whether there were personality differenees between
those who could not swim and those who could and to deter-
mine the relationship between personality traits and swim-
ming progress among non-swimmers experiencing a common
course of insiruction. The subjects vrere compared on the
.basis"of swimming performance, personality tests, bio-
graphical data forurs and interviews with subjects who
failed to learn how to swim. Comparisons revealed signif-
ieant differences between swimmers and non-Swimners .and
learners and non-learners.
Behrman used the Guilford-zimmerman Temperament
Survey (CZTS) as his personality i-nstrument. He found that
on the restraint scale (R), non-swimmers by reason of their
restrained temperament' might have been overcautious and
laeked the necessary impulsiveness generally demanded in
learning to swim. 0n the ascendant scale (l), the greater
the degree of swimming competence, the, more ascendant and
socially bold the individual. 0n the sociability scale
(S), non-Swimmers were more shy and seelusive than Swimmers
who were more sociable and outgoS.ng. 0n the emotional Sta-
bility scale (E), no significant differences existed be-
tween swimmers- and non-swimmers. However, significant dif-
ferences did not exist between lea'rners and. non=learners.
'0n the objectivity scale (O), significant dif,ferences were
revealed in learners and non-learners. Non-learners Seem
to be hypersensitive and self-centered. 0n the friendliness
scale (F), it is imPortant
aspects to a low score of
cates that (r) energY and
a fighting spirit, and (?)
anti-social reactions.
)9
to note 'that there were two
the scale. Such a score indi-
aggressiveness is rePresented bY
hostility is rePresented bY
The 1ow raw scores of higher athletic groups may
be (1) i_n conformity with considerable research in the
area of personality and athletic ability which revealed,
for example, in the athlete a greater incidence of
aggressiveness, dominance, and fighting spirit or Q) may
indicate hostil,ity, resentment or contempt for others. It
must be noted. that Behiman used stratified groups and a
convenient samPle of volunteers.
whiting and stembridge (87) studied the personality
of persistent non-swimmers. Non-swimmers attending any
course of instruction can be divided inio categories I
those who, after having received previous instruction, were
still unable to svrim (category 1) and those who have never
received previous instruction (category 2). Analysis of
the scores on Maudsley Personality Inventories (M.P.I. )
given to university male non-swimmers indicated that stu-
dents in category t had a lower extroversion mean than
those,in category 2 but results were only significant at
the 10 pereent Level; No significant differences were
found in neurotieism scores.
Junior M.P.I.'s were given to all 11- and lZ-year
old boys in a variety of secondary schools in order to
4o
obtain norms for those particular schools. A compari-son of
the extraversion means for swimmers ano persistent non-
swimmers at each of these age levels in the combined
.results of all the schools indicated highly significant
differences (a1pha=.01), the non-swimmers being more intro-
verted. Highly significant differenees in neuroticism
means were found at the age 11 levelr srld significant
differences were found at the age 12 leveL, the non-
swimmers being more neurotic.
Hendry (53) studied. the personality traits of 126
swi-nmers and 56 coaches using the 16 PF. Objective
measures and subjective ratings of the personality of
coaches and their own swi.mmers:by 
"to"S-assessment was
carried out and eoaches additionally gave a self-rating.
The mean scores of objective and subjective ratings were
compared. A series of projection pictures of the father-
figure waS shown and coaches and swimmers anslvered ques-
tions on these. Responses vreie eompared with adult and
school-ehildren control groups. Results .indicated some
simiLarity between subjective and objeetive ratings.
Hendry and Whiting (5tt\ stud.ied social and psycho-
logical trends in national championship calibre juni6r
swimmers, While supporting Kane's conclusions regarding
factors of competitive aggression, introversion and
'anxiety, they reported the wid.e range of personality pro-
files which exist in top-notch swimmers. Rushall (?4)
agreed with the wide variety of personalities but
4r
accepted Heusner's (90) findings on the "great ehampions"
profile evidencing cultural differences.
Using the 15 PF, Ogilvie (69,?or?t\ compared female
college swimmers to male Olympic swimmers and. found. no
significant differences between the two groups. He con-
cluded that the competitive swimmer has a specific person-
ality, irrespective of sex. Further, he tested Santa Clara
Swim Club members of both sexes with an average age of 14
years with the Junior-Senior High Sehool Personality
Questionnaire (HSPA), and coneluded'that the sex of the
swimmers was differentiated by only a few personality
factors and that generall-y the swimmers were similar in
their personality profiles,
fhe t954 United States male swimmers, studied by
0gi1vie, Tutko and Young (25), were divided into gold
medalists and non-medali3ts in order to establish the high-
est possible criterion for excellence in swimming. The
study indieated that the'medalists tended to separate them-
selves by the personality traits, emotional stability, and.
self-control. Based upon second-order factors, the
medalistd tended. to be lower in anxiety, lower in neuroti-
cism, more inoependent, and slightly better able to handl-e
emot.ional stress.
0gi1vie, Tutko and Young QS) found that the most
significant shift with age occurred for the personality
trait, sober-serious (F-) versus happy-go-Iucky surgency
(f+1 as indicated by the 15 PF. In that this trait
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correlates most significantly with the personality trait
extraversion (e+1 versus introversion (l-) one is forced
to respect the possible contribution of this personality
trait to continued.competition. The individuals studied
moved. toward'increased emotional stability with inereased
BB€. These datar os cited by Ogilvier Tutko and Young
(Zil ,.support .:the generalization that increased contr,ol of
anxiety, self-asSertiveness, tough-rnindedness, and extra-
version all increase with age;' Rushall Ql) studied
Indiana age group swimmers and found that these afore-
mentioned characteristics did exist to some degree.
Newman (58) in his study of faster and slower high
school swimmers, concluded that three signifieant rank-
difference correlations were found, indicating a tendeney
for rank of swimming performance to correspond with rank
of personal-ity variable. The dominance trait was posi-
tively correlated with 100 yard freestyle ranking. llega-
tive correlations were found with the sociable trait and
100 yard breaststroke and with the reflective trait and
200 yard freestyle.
In conclusion, it would seem that the personality
profile of swimmers would be that they are more extra-
verted, more intelligent, more emotionally stabler more
dominant, more happy-go-lucky, lorver in anxiety and
's1ightly better able to handle emotional stress.
キ3
Summarv
Thn literature was reviewed with respect to the
relationship between personality and athletic ability'
personality and oiher sportsI EIId personalit3' ,t6 swimmers,
Those studies were included in which different personality
measurement instruments were used. Therefore, it was some-
times'difficult to make comparisons because of the many
and varied studies.
It can be stated however, with some degree of
eertitude, that the athletes who retain their rnotivation
for competition will have most of the following personality
traits: ambition, organization, d.eferehC€p dorninance,
endurance and aggression. Except in disiance runners,
weight-Liftersr ?r1d possibly golfers, there will be fewer
introverted types by adult 1evel competition. E\notional
matqrity ranged from average to high-average and was
complemented by self-control, self-confidence, tough-
mindedness, trustfulness, intelligenee, high-conseience
d.evelopment, and low levels of tension (69),
Support was available for 'varying relationships
between personality, physical performance and athletic
participation. Personality variables are said to differ-
entiate between l-eveIs of physical performance, between
individuals with varying histories of participation and
'to depiet superior performers. Since swimming is an
athletic activity, these postulated relationships should
be observable in its participants.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Introduction
This chapter‐is div■ded into the fol■ow■ng areas8
(1) se■ection of subjects3(2) source Of data3(3)char‐
acteristics of the test instrument3(4) method of col‐
■ecting and organizing data for treatment3(5) leve■of
significance se■e ted,(6) Organization of sample:
(7) ScOring of data3(8) statistiёal procedures emp■oyed8
and (9) summary。
Se■ection of Subiects
The subjects (N〓27)Were selected from ma■e
■nter9o■legiate sw■TInerS enrol■ed at lndiana Un■vers■ty0
B■oomingto■, Indiana and lthaca Co■■ege, Ithaca, New York.'
Fifteen swimmers from lndiana University and twelvё from
lthaca Col■ege, ranging in age from 18 to 21, were tested
using ther1962 edition of the Cattel■ Sixteen Persona■・ity
Factor Questionnaire (16 PF).
Indiana jUn■vers■ty sw■mners were selected for this
study for one ■mp rtant reasono  There was general agree―
ment tamong c01leきe oaches around the country that the 1971
工ndiana Un■versty sw■mm■ng team, w■nners of the Nationa■
Co■egiate A｀th■etic AsSociation (Ne C.■.A.)University
]            
与4        ・
Division Championship' tYas outstanding. Four swimmers, ?t
one time in their careers, either held or shared six world l
records and seventeen American records.
. Ithaca College swimmers were seleeted for this
study for the following reasonsr (1) general agreement
among area coaches that Ithaca College swimmers would offer
a suitabLe difference in swimming abil-ity fron those
swimmers at Indiana University and (2) the investigator's
knowledge that only one member of the t970-?t-Ithaca
College swinming team had bettered the national tine
standards previously established..
Source of_Dala
fhe investigator utilized the Cattell Sixteen
Personality Faetor Questionnaire (f5 pf) because it had
been used extensively in the investigation of personality
traits of athletes. A particularly valuable development
of the 15 PF has been its translation and standardization
in several countries (5),
Characteristics of ".the fest Instrument
d.evised in L95? by
Rayurond B. cattell yielding t6 first-order and 8 second.-
' order factors, The fabtors result from numerous factor
analyses of the items r and t,\e test offers a comprehen-.rive
deseription of personality. It was develbped for the
primary purpose of studying personality traits of ,nomal'
individuals (5).'
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The factor analytic work of Cattell approximates
closbly the inductive prociidure. He attempted to obtain
comprehensive behavioral information so that his resuLts
would, reflect upon the question of the eoncrete peripheral
charaeteristics it is most fruitful to postulate. Cattell
began by assembling all- personality variabLe names occurring
in the dictionary or in the psychological literature. This
list was first reduced.to t?t vari.able names by combining
obvious slmonlrms. Then a sample of 100 adults from many
walks of life'was seleeted. Associates of these people,
who knew them weLl, were asked to rate them on these L77
vari,ables, Intercor.reilations and factor analyses of these
ratings were foIlowed byjfurther rati'rig='. of 208 men on a
shortened list of variables. Factor analyses of these
latter ratings.1ed to the identification of what Cattell
described as 'the primary source traits of personality.'
cattell and his associates theh set.out to build,,a person-
ality test that would, give evidenee of these source traits.
The end result was the t5 PF, which is nad,e up of Eany
items concerning life activities that the respond,ent must
indicate that he likes or dislikes (Zt).
The 15 PF (Form A) consists of .182 items, with from
10 to t3 itens comprising. each scale, that cattell states
'i.nsure the coverage;:of personality by the 15 functionally
independent and psyehologically meaningful dimensions,,
(5). It was planned. for the ages, of L? through the
mature adult. 'The test purports to give the rnost infofrna-
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tion ■ the shortest amount of time about most persona■ity
tra■ts ■dentifiab■e at this time.  The questionna■re ■s
applicable to any indェvidual who can read the questions and
respond w■thout ponder■ng o  hes■tationo  There are two
foェ:“s (A and B)。 The investigator chose fo.lμ A because of
■ts aVa■■ bility.
The validity of the 16 PF inc■udes constru t (or
concept)Oa■idity, ioe。, the extent to which the test
measures the tra■s ■t is supposed to measureo  The concept
va■idities of the s■xteen factor scales can be ca■culated
from the known factor ■oadings and/or frOm the sp■it―half
re■iability of the factor, assuning that the items have no
“specifics" in common but only the common.,factor (5).
工ndividua■s fami■iar with recent trends in personality and
ability measurement realize that the fina■ validity of the
tOtal battery is more ■mportant than the particular re■ia‐
bi■ity coefficients of the parts.
The items in these・final foェ‖Is are the survivors
from severa■ thousands of items origina■ly tried, a d con―
stitute on■y those which continue to have significant
Va■idity aga■nst the factors after three success■ve factor
analyses on different samples.  These analyses have both
ver■fied the ex■st nce and natura■str cture of the s■x_
teen factors,iand cross―v lidated the test items ■n the■r
corre■ation w■th the factors and different adult popu■ation
samp■es.  cattell reported the fO■l w■ng re■iability and
Va■idity coeffic■nts8  mean depend6bility coefFic■ent
ll8
(test-retest after 5 days) was +.?6; mean trait stability
coefficient (test-retest after two months) was +,?Bl and
mean direct validity coefficient 
'7','ss *.58. The mean
eorrelation of all singl-e items with the factors they
represent was +.37 and, a mean intercorrelation of the
items of *.10r the mean correlation of each-group of items
with the factor it represents, i.e., the eoncept validity
was *.85, which is an acceptable performance for so brief
a ,test (S) .
lt6tfroA of CoLlecting and OreanizinrData for Treatment
fhe 15 PF (rorm a) was administered to the rndiana
University swimmers (N=f5) by Dr. James E. Counsilman
and returned to the investigator. The investigator admin-
istered the 15 PF (Fora A) to the rthaca colrege swimmers
(s=12),
Level jf Significance
Ttfe .0J lever of significance was selected for this
study as the area of rejection for alI h14>otheses, In
reporting the findings of the study, it would have been
more serious to commit a Type I error (rejeeting a
hypothesis of no change when in fact there was no real
change, but a change due to chanee) ttren it would be to
comoit a Type II error (accepting a hypothesis of no change
when in fact there has been a chang6). ff the data were
significant at the .-05 levdl, it can be assumed by the
lnvestigator that the results would-be-predictabl-e 95 times
一J
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out of 100。
OrganiZation of Samp■e
The samp■e was se■ected because of the dichotomy
that was‐present in thtir known sw■mm■ng perfomances.
Uti■izing 1971 Nationa■Co■■egiate Ath■etic Association
(NeC.A.A。)tine standards, the invbstigatOr made,compari―
sons and then div■ded the samp■e ■nto two categor■es f
fll,ther comparisons8 (1) SWimmers thatヽwere c■ass fi d
outstanding, and (2) swimmers that were c■assified ■ess
outstanding.
Scoring of Data
The 16 PEIwas administered to each Of the 27 Subァ
jects (16 outstanding swimmers and ll less Outstanding
swimmers).  The answer sheets were scored manual■y and the
raw scores converted to standardized scores (sten scores)
for each of the sixteen persona■ty factors.
A sten score ■  a score uti■ized.to ■ndicate the
degree and direction offre■btionship of a scOre to other
scores.  I sten score of e■ther five or s■x was cOns■dered
norma■.  A sten score of one to four ■ndicated that a
person tended to exhibit the persona■ity character■stics
descr■bed as the ■ow score deScriptiono  A sten score of
seven to ten ■ndicatOd that tt person tended to exhibit
the persona■ity character■stics descr■bed as the high
score descriptione
fhe raw scores obtained from the 15 PF were used
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to cbmpute all of the statistical anaryses except when
plotting the different personality profiles. when plotting
the profiles it was necessary to convert the raw seores to
sten scores as established by Cattell (5). Rawiscores are
preferred when computing stdtistieal si'gnificanee because
if 
,sten seores are used, the individual- identity of the
. scores are 1ost.
St?tistie aI Lroeedures
The ta1ly statisties program results in the compu-
tation of the mean, rnedian, standard. deviation and the
range. No assunptions had to be met for this program.
The mean raw scores for the total sample of swimmers for :
I
',the 15 primary personality factors were reeorded... The
mean raw scores for the" males of sj-mi1ar age in the normal
population for the 15 primary personality factors were :
derived by Cattell (6tLj).
To test hypothesis one, that male intercollegiate
swiumers were not si'gnificantly different in personality e{i
traits from males of similar age in the norrnal population, 
,
a eomputer t-test program for differences between sample
means and population means was utilized. The mean raw
scores for the total sample of swimmers were compared. to
the uean raw scores for males of similar age in the normal
population. The'RCA Spectra ?o/35- computer was utilized.--
-111 results were tabled" for visual compari.son (Tabr.e r ) .
To test hlpothesis two, that outstanding.ssl"「
?
?
?
?
?
?
5L
intercollegiate swimmers were not significantly different
from' Less outstanding male intercollegiate swimmers, the
subjects were divided into two groups--outstanding
swimmers (N=15) and less outstanding swimmers (N=11). A
ta11y statistics program, eomputed independently for each
criterion group, revealed the mean raw scores. The raw
scores of the 15 personality factors were subjected to a
computer program.for a t-test for two independ.ent samples.
The RCA Spectra ?O/35 Computer was utilized.. ALL resuLts
were tabled for visual comparison (fable II).
To test hypotheses three and four, that outstanding
male intercollegiate swimmers were not significantly
different from males of similar age in the'normal popula-
tion, and that Less outstanding male intercollegiate
swimmers were not signifi,eantly different from males of.
siuilar age in the nornal population, a computer t-test
program for differences between sample means and population
neans was utilized. 
. 
The mean raw scores for outstanding
male intereollegiate"swinmers were compared. to the mean
raw scores for males of similar age*in the norrnal popula-
tion.. The mean ravv seores for less outstanding male
intercorregiate swirnm'ers were conpared to the mean raw
scores for males of sinilar age in the nornal population.
,The RCA Spectra zo/35 computer was utiLized. All resutrts
'wsr€ tabled for visual comparison (rables rrr and rv).
ぐ｀｀
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Summary
In this chapter, the investigator explained the
selection of subjeets utilized, the source of data,
characteristics of the test instrument, method of col-
J.ecting and organizing data for treatrnent, Ievel of signif-
icance selected, organization of sample, scoring of d.ata
and the statistical procedures used. to anabyze the data.
Chapter 4
ANA■YSIS OF DATA
Introduction
This chapter is divided into the following.sec-
tions, (1) analysis of datar total sample of swi,mmers
versus the normal populationl Q't outstanding swimmers
versus less outstanding swimmers i 3) outstandi.ng swimmers
versus normal population; (4) less outstanding swimmers
versus the normal population on the primary factors; and
(5) suutrirary,
.lnalysis of gala: Swimuers Iersus Norm (Table L. FiEure f )
The personality traits of maie intercollegiate
swimmers lrere compared to the national norm established. for
Cattell's Sixteen Personality Factor Questiorrnaire (f 5 pf ).
The swimmers differed from the national norm on four of
the slxteen primary personality factors (Table I). fhe
investigator found that the swimmers.tended to be more
reserved, detached, critical and al-oof (Factor .e-) l more
inte}ligent, abstract-thinking aha urignt (Factor B+) I more
assertive, independent, aggressive, stubbornr and competi-
tive (Factor E+); and rnore forthright, natural, artless and
unpretentious (Factor N-) than the national norm (.faU1e I,
Figure 1).
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Mean Raw Scores,
Values of
Noim for
Tab■e 工
Standard Dev■ations, t―Test
Sw■mmers Versus the
the Pri■aryFヽactor
Factor
Sw■Tmners
Mean   SoD。
Norm
Mean   SoD.t
A 8.52
8。93
16.56
15.63
16。00
12。19
12。74
8。81
8。41
11。78
9.78
9。 2
2。79
2。15
3.60
3。98
4.45
4。42
5.22
3.45
3.68
3。82
3。15
3.63
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9。80
7.72
15.50
13.94
15.73
12。73
13。01
8。79
9。47
11.68
11。07
10.65
3。43
1.80
3。69
3.92
4。40
3。60
5。24
3。49
3。13
3。41
2.63
3。90
2,384
2,gzb
!.52
2,204
,37
.61+
,27
.04
L,50
,13
2,13a i''
2,04
B
C
E
F
G
H
エ
Li
M
N
O
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Tab■e I (Continued)
Swi-mmers NormPactor Mean S.D. Mean S.D. t
????
?
?
Q3
10。04    2.99        9.64    2。75       .69
10。93    3.71        9。97   3。50      1。34
8。93    3。21       10。14    3。07      1。97
11。48   4。17       12。01    4.81       。66Q4
at (.05) at df 26 = 2.056
bt ( .0f 1 at df 26 = 2.??g
y
|
Figure 1
15 PF Test Profile for Primary'Factors for Swimmers-Versus
Males of Similar Age in.the Normal Population
Normal Population
Adapted from cattellrs sixteen personality Factor euestion-naire Profile
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Outstand Sriimmers Vers
The' personality traits of outstanding male inter-
collegiate swimmers were compared to less outstanding male
intercoll-egiate swirmrers. The investigator found no sig-
nificant differences on the 15 primary factors as measured
by th'e 15 PF (raUle ,II).
Outstand_inLSwimmers Versus Norm (Table IIf , Fisure ?)
The personafity trai.ts of outstanding male inter-
collegiate swimmers were compared to the national noru
established for Cattell's Sixteen Personality Factor
Questior,naire (r5 pr). The outstandins swimmers differed
from the national norm on four of the sixteen prinary
personality faetors (ratte rrr). The investigator found.
that the outstanding swimmers tended to be more reserved.,
detached, critical. and aloof (Factor .l-) I more intelligent,
abstract-thinking and bright (Factor B+) I more forthright,
natural, artless and'unpretentious (Fabtor N-) I and more
undisciplined self-conflict, fo]-lows own urges and. careless
of protocol (Pactor o:-) than the national norm' (laul-e
fII, Figure 3),
Less 0utstanding Swimmers versus Norm (Tab1e IV. Figure 4)
fhe personality traits of less outstanding male"
intercollegiate swirmers were compared. to the national
norm established for cattell's Sixteen personality Factor
Questionnaiie. fhe less outstanding swimurers differed,from
Table II
Mean Raw Scores, Stanclard Deviations, t-TbstValues of Outstanding Swimmers Versus Less0utstanding Swimmers for the Primary Factors
Factor
Outstanding
SwimnersMean S,D.
Less Outstanding
SwimmersMean S.D. t
A
B
C
E
F
8。19
9。19
16。63
1年.75
15。00
11。50
12。13
8。75
8。Oo
12。19
9。13
9。00
2。86
2。32
3.26
4。5年
4。23
4。91
5。48
3。86
3.78
4.28
3.22
3.50
58
9。00
8。55
16。45
16。91
17。45
13.18
13。6年
8。91
9。00
11。18
10.73
9.55
2。76
1。92
4。20
2。70
4。57
3.57
4.92
2。95
3.63
3。12
2.94
3。96
.74
。76
。12
1。41
1。44
。97
。` 73
。12
.69
。67
1.32
。38
G
H
エ
L
M
N
0
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Tab■e ttI (Continued)
Factor
Outstanding
Sw■..ners
Mean‐   S.D.
Less Outstanding
SwirmnersMean S. D. t
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
10。63
11。25
8.25
10。56
3。28
4。ol
3。04
4。19
9。18
10。45
9。91
12。82
2。40
3.36
3。33
3.95
1。24
。54
1。34
1。年1
at (。05) at
bt (。01) at
25 = 2。060
25 - 2.787
df
df
Figure 2
15 PF Test Profile for Primary Factors for Outsteinding
Swimmers Versus Less Outstanding Swimmers
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Table ttII
Mean RaW ScOres, Standard DeV■ations, t―Test
Va■ues of Outstanding Sw■mmers Versus the
Norm for the Pr■mary Factors
Factor
Outstanding
SwinsnersMean S. D. NormMean S.D. t
A
B
C
E
G
H
F
8。19
9。19
16.63
14.75
15。00
11。50
12。13
8.75
8。00
12.19
9。13
9。00
2。86
2.32
3.26
年.54
与.23
4。91
5。48
3.86
3。78
4:28
3。22
3。50
9。80
7.72
15.50
13。9年
15。73
12。73
13。01
8。79
9.47
11.68
11。07
10。65
3。43
1.80
3.69
3。92
年。40
3。60
5。24
3。49
3。13
3。41
2.63
3。90
2。26a
2。53a
l。38
.71
。69
1。00
1。56
。47
2。年la
l。88
?
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?
?
?
L
M
N
0
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Tab■e III (Continied)
Factor
0utstanding
SwirmrersMean S,D. NormMёan   SoD.t
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
10。63
11。25
8。25
10。56
3。28
4。ol
3。04
4。19
9。64
9。97
10。14
12101
2。75
3。50
3。07
4。81
1。20
1。28[
2。48al
l。38
at (。05)
bt (。01)
at・df
at df
15 = 2。131
15 = 2。947
16 PI' Test Profile for
Swimmers Versus Ma1es
Population
Figure 3
Primary Factors
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Tab■e ttV
Mean RaW Scores, Standard DeV■ations, t―Test
Va■ues Of Less Outstanding swi」Цllers Ver us the
Norm for the Pr■mary Factors
Factor
Less 0utstanding
SwimmersMean S.D. No二HlMean   SeD.t
A 9。00
8。55
16645
16。91
17.45
13。18
13。64
8。91
9.00
11。18
10。73
9。55
2。76
1。92
4.20
2。70
4。57
3。57
4。92
2。95
3。63
3。12
2。94
3。96
9。80
7.72
15。50
13。94
15。73
12。73
13。01
8。79
9。47
11。68
11。07
10。65
3。43
1。80
3。69
3.92
4。40
3。60
5.24
3。49
3。13
3。41
2。63
3.90
,96
1,43
,75
3,65b',
7,25
,.42
.42
,L3
,43
.53
,39
,93
B
C
E
F
G
H
L
M
N
0
6年
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Table ttV (Continued)
Factor
Less Outstanding
SwimmersMean S.D. NormMean S.D. t
?
?
?
? 9。18
10。45
9.91
12。82
2。40
3。36
3。33
3。95
9。6与
9。97
10。14
12.01
2。75
3。50
3.07
4。81
.63
。48
。23
.68
Q3″
Q4
at  (。05)
bt (。01)
at df
at df
10 = 2.228
10 ■ 3。169
Figure 4
t6 PF Test Profile for Primary..Factors fdr Less Outstanding
Swimmers Versus l,Iales of Similar Age in the Normal Population
‐Less Outstanding sw■mmers――― ――――――――
Normal Population
Adapt"ed from Cattellts Sixteen Personality Factor euestionnaireProfile
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the national ncrm on one of the 15 primary personality
factors (taule rv). The investigator found that the less
outstanding swimmers were more assertive, independent,
aggressive, stubbornr.dnd competitive (Faetor E+) than the
national norm (ratle IV, ,Figure l+).
Euquery
In this chapter, the investigator explained the
analyzed. data with respect to the total sample of swimmers
versus the normal population (Table I, Figure 1), out-
standing swimmers versus less outstanding swimmers (raute,
II, Figure 2), outstanding swimmers versus the normal
population (Taule rrr, Figure 3) , and less outstanding
swinrners versus the normal population,(rauIe rv, Figure 4),
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF FII\DINGS
Introduction
This chapter is divided into'-ithelfollowing areas!
(1) diseussion of the findings--male intercollegiate swim-
mers versus males of similar age i4 the normal population;
(2) outstanding male intercollegiate swimmers versus less
outstanding male intercollegiate swimmers t 0) outstanding
male intercollegiate swimmers versus males of similar age
in the normal population; (4) less outstanding male inter-
co1-legiate swimmers versus maLes of similar age in the nor-
mal population; and (il summary.
Diseussion of the Findings r Swimmers Versus Norm
Clearly there were four factors on which signif-
icant differences were revealed (ArB,E and N). Since
there was. greater support for hSryothesis bne, that male
intercollegiate swimmers were not significantly different
(tZ factors.out of LO from males of similar age in the
normal population, the nu1l hypothesis was accepted.
However, four d.ifferences d.id. appear and discussion will
focus on these differences.
The investigator found that male intercollegiate
swimmers were signifieantly more reserved, detached,
68
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critical and aloof (Factor .a-); more intelligent,
abstract-thinking and bright (Factor B+); more assertive,
independent, aggressive, stubborn and cornpetitive (Factor
E+) I and more forthright, natural, artless and. unpreten-
tious (Factor N-) than males of similar age in the normal
population.
The findings of the study were in disagreement
with some of the studies (23,42,4),46,6? ,?o ,7?,73.? 5,?9 ,
9Or92) reviewed in Chapter 2. All of the above studies
comparing athletes to non-athLetes found the athLetes to
be more extraverted, However, the fact that the male
intercollegiate swimmers in this study were significantLy
more introverted (Factor A-) was unusual. Previous'inves-
tigators (23r?0,?3,90) concluded that, in general, swim-
mers were more extraverted and socially confident than
uales of sirailar age in the normal population.
If one were to accept,'the assumption. that person-
ality does change slightly with ager:then it would be
possi:ble to aceept Kane's results ( 17, t8) , Kane ( 18)
erprdssed a particular interest in the relationship of
higher athletic ability and extraversive tendencies. He
reported that care must be'-taken with respect to general-
izations about this trait because there was a tendency for
team versus individual sport d,ifferenc€s:;:to appear. While
extraversion correlated highly with eompetitive athletic
success among British schoolboys, it was not apparent that
extreme extraverts would. proceed to the highest leve1s.
7o
From observation of the 'individ.ual" athlete's overt
behavio?, the"explanation seems"to lie in the deveLopment
of intense subjectivity and self-analysis that result from
constant competitive crises. In the present study, si-nce
the outstanding male intereollegiate swimmers more heavlly
influenced the data than did less outstand.ing male inter-
collegiate swimmers with respect to Factor A when comparing
the total sample of svrimmers versus the norrn, it was the
belief of 'this investigator.that swimming, being an'indi-
vid.ual sport, possibly accounted for the swimmers .being
significantly more introverted than the normal populati-on.
Kane (18) coneluded that the relationship between intro-
version and extraversion has been shown to change with
sportr sge of competitors and Ieve1 of competition. Agree-
ment with this study can be found in,Warburton and Kaners
study (3?). Although in general, extraversion relates to
physical abiLiff, many top "individual-" athletes (track
and field, swimming and tenni.s) are found not to be
narkedly extraverted and many worId. class performers are
clearLy introvertS. Where individuals must, in the final
analysis, go forward on their own to success, it may welL
be that introverts are temperamentally more suited than
the extravert.
Mri-Ie intercollegiate swimmers tended, to be more
intelligent, aUbtract-thinking and bright (Factor B+).
Confl-icting reports were available as to whether or not
athletes were more int6ttigeitt than'non-athletes (ZS,iA, ――
7t
59,88). Quite possibly the confl-icting reports might be
the result of the use of diffbrent test*instruments and/or
d.ue to their administration under different conditions.
However, a previous study (Zl) compari-ng swimmers with the
normal population agreed with the findings of the present
study. It might be noted that 'Catte]1 included, Factor B
(intelligence) as one of his 16 primary factors because
he wanted to study the "compLete" individual and although
he did not feel that intetrligenee was a true factor of an
individuali.s personality, he also felt that it -should not
be excluded. As far as he was concerned it added com-
pleteness to the profile.
The faet that male intercollegiate swirnmers were.
significantly more assertive, independent, aggressive,
stubborn and competitive (Factor E+) than males of similar
age in the normal population, was not unusual. The
studies reviewed., especially those of Rushall Ql) and
Schendel (25\, closely paralleled the results of this
present study in that athleteB tended to reveal higher
scores on Factor E (dominance). The swimmers were revealed
to be dominant, "take charge" type of individuals, yet ones
that did not actively seek the leadership role, It was
the beLief, of this investigator that without a significant
diffdrence from the norm on Factor. E, the swimmers perhaps
would not':be successful and would probably discontinue
competition.
Kane (18) and Rushall (Z:) lound significdnt
72
differences between different samp■es o  sw■mmers on FactOr
F (surgency).  The results Of this study did not indicate
significance on FactOr F which was unusua■. Kane (18)
concluded that on the second―order comp■ex, a x■ety, ma■e
ath■etes were ■ow. すWhen, however, Factor C (ego strength)
is ■ow, as it sometimeS iS in young ath■etes who are not
fu■y integrated emotiona■■y, the anx■ety rating is
serious■y affected.  This may exp■a n wh significant
difference was not fOund on、Fヽactor F (surgency)in,this
study whereas Kane (18)and Rusha■■ 73 fOund ignifi“
cance.
Ma■e ■nterco■■egiate sw■Inlners were significant■y
moretforthright, natura■, art■ess, and unpretentious
(FactOr N―)than the ma■es oF similar age in the no.lna■
popu■atiOno  TheFe seems to be no estab■ished the ry o
account for the significance on Factor N.  It is poss■b■e
that !'survival!' depends upon the development of this
factor. If the individuals were not shrewd, there is
possibility that they would not desire to continue in
activity.
Outstanding Swimmers Versus Less 0utstanding Swimmers
The nu1l hypothesis was accepted for hypothesis
two, that outstanding male intereolleg'iate swimmers were
not significantly different from less outstanding maLe
intercollegiate swirrners. Superior athletic performance
is usually achieved by individuals with a background of
?
???
??
?
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success which has elicited a generally high need for
achievement with an accompanying high aspiratioh level.
Athletes are constantly reviewing their performances r 8I1d
are thus'involved a considerable part of the time in
setting challenging goals for themselves,
, 
The superior athlete is usually motivated by both
n6gative and positive social attitudes, the potential dis-
approval as well as the approval. The coach has the obli-
gation of aiding the high-striving ath'lete to 'set "'goa1s
the athlete is capab-Ie of obtaining, so that with frequent
success, his level of,aspiration remains high. Continual-
overmatching of an athlete against opponents or goals which
are too high would seem to detract from this desirable
personality trait.
It was the belief of thi: s investigator that physi-
"..1 ability was more important to success in swimming than
the personality of the individual. The possibility of
selecting individuals on the basis of personality a1one,
as to whether they have the capacity for performance of a
high degree, appears'to be non-existent. Speeific person-
ality factors did not differentiate top performers in
swimming. Further investigation would 1ike1y reveal that
champion athletes possessed both high score descriptions
and,.Iow score descriptions as described by Cattell's
Sixteen:Personality Factor Questionnaire (t5 pf) profile.
Some of these traits would be consid.ered. desirable and
some would not. Likewise, athletes of .lesser,ability
1丁HACA COLLEGE LIBRARヤ
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could possess personality traits similar to charnpion
athletes. These also would be considered dEsirable and
undesirable r
Another topic of discussion was the abiiity of the
athlete to exhibit a certain personality profile while on
the. field and yet be a different person off the field.
Some individuals have the ability to "turn it ot1" while
on the field and as soon as the competition is over, they
"turn it off;" while other individuals appear the same at
all times. It was the belief of this investigator that
the.true inner self is brought out while the athlete is
competj.ng,
Outs&nding Erimmers Verslls lVorm
Since there was greater support for hypothesis
three, that outstanding'ma1e intercollegiate swimmers
were not significantly different (tZ factors out of t6)
from males of similar age in the normal population' the
nu]1 hypothesis was accepted. However, four differences
did appear and discussion will focus on these differences,
The study revealed that of the four significant
factors (lrnrE and N) between male intercollegiate swim-
mers and males of similar age in the normal populationt
analyses revealed three repeated. factors (lrg and E) when
outstanding male intercollegiate swirtners were conpared to
matres of similar age .in the normal population. Factor E
was significant between male interco.llegiate swimmers and
?5
males of similar age in the normal population and Factor Q,
was significant whenr compering outbtanding"male'.L j.nter-'
collegiate swimmers and males of similar age in the normal
population. This inveStigator concluded that the out-
standing swi-nrners more heavily influenced the data on
Factors ArB and N, than did the less outstanding male
intercollegiate swirmners when they were compared to males
of similar age in the normal population.
Less__.lgutstanging Swimmers Versus Norm
The nul1 hypothesis was accepted for hypothesis
four, that less outstanding male intercollegiate swimmers
were not signifieantly different from males of similar
age in the normal population' Hypothesis four was
accepted because significance vras revealed on only one of
the sixteen primary personality factorsr
fhe less outstanding male intercollegiate swimmers
were significantly more assertive, independentr aggressive,
stubborn and competitive (Factor E+) than males of similar
age in the normal population. Factor E was significant at
the .01 1eveI and it was also significant at the .05
1eveI when comparing outstanding male intercollegiate
swimners to males of similar age in the normal population,
thus the conclusion that the less outstanding male inter-
collegihte swimmers more heavily influeneed that factor
than did the outstanding male intercollegiate swimmers,
It was the.conclusion of this .investigator that athletes,
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irregardless of the Level of
cantly different on Factor E
population.
proficiehcy, \ryere signifi-
when compared to the r no'rrnaL
Summlrry
In this chapter, the investigator discussed. the
findings of the study. The chapter was'divided into the
f oJ.lowirrg areas: discussion of the f indings--maIe inter-
coJ-legiate swimmers versus males of similar age in the
normal- population; outstandi.ng male intercollegiate
swimmers versus less outstanding male intercollegiate
(
swimmers; outstanding male intercollegiate swirnmers versus
males of similar age in the normal populations and less
outstanding male intercollegiate swimmers versus males of
sinilar age in ifre nor:naI population.
lVhen comparing outstanding male intereollegiate
swimmers to mafes of similar age in the normal population,
this study'revealed that Factors ArBrE and N were signifi-
cantly differento (alpha=.05). Because LZ out of the 16
primary personality factors were not significantly dif-
ferent, hypothesis one was accepted.
Hypothesis two was accepted, that there were no
signifieant differences between outstanding and. ress out-
standing male intercollegiate swimmeis, because no signif-
ieant differences (a1pha=.05) were found. on any of the L6
primary personality factors. The conclusion was nad.e thai
personality does not distinguish Ieve1s of swimming
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profic■ency.
When comparing outstanding ma■e interco■legiate
sw■rlmers to ma■es of S■m■■ar age ■n the norma■ popu■tion,
Factors A,B,E and Q3 Were s■gnificantly different.
FactOrs A,B and E were the same factors that were signifi―
cant when cOmparing ma■e interco■ユegi te swimmers to ma■s
of s■m lar age ■n the norma■ popution.  Because on■y
four of the s■xt en pr■ma y persona■ity factors were sig―
n■ficant■y different, the・nu■ hypothes■s・waS aCCeptede
BecauSe on■y e、,prユmary personality factor,
(FactOr E), waS significantly different (a■pha=。01)when
comparing ■ess outstanding ma■e terco■■egiate swimmers
to.ma■es of s■m■lar age ■n the noLュlla■ popu■ation, hypoth―
es■s fol17 waS aCCepted.  工t was conc■u ed that the
significance of this factor great■y influenced the
significance of the factor when compar■ng he tota■ samp■e
of sw■mmers to the noェin.  It a■so was summar■zed by this
■nvestigator that, perhaps, nOt a■■ outstanding athletes
rate high on surgency and that a■■ sw■mmers were more
aSsertiVe, independent, aggressive, stubborn and competi―
tive.
Chapter 6
sIIMiliARY, CONCTUSIoNS AND
RECOI/IIUE}iDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
fntroductfon
lhis chapter is divided into the forlowing areas:
(1) summary t Q) conclusions r and (3) recommendations
for further study.
Surnmarv
CatteLl's Sixteen Personality Factor euestiorvraire \
(15 PF) was utilized to measure all of the personality
factors.fbr the subjects (f:l=27) for this study. From an
analysis of the data, the investigator accepted. hypothesis.
one, that the total sampre of swimr[ers were not slgnifi-
cantly different (aIpha=.05) from males of similar age in
the normal population. However, the svrimmers diff ered.
from the normal -population on four of the sixteen primary
personality factors. The swimmers differed significantly
from the nationai norm on Factor A (more reserved, de_
taehed, criticai, aloof), Factor B (more intelJ.igent,
abstract-thinking, bright), Factor E (more assertive,
independent, aggressive, stubborn, competitive) r ?nd Factor
N (rnore forthright, natural, artless, unpretentious).
From an analysis of the d.ata, the investigator
accepted hSryothesis two. Th'e outstand.ing.rnale
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intercollegiate swirmners (trl=15) did not differ signifi-
cantly (alpha=.05) from the less outstanding male'inter-"
collegiate swimmers (U=rt) on any of the 15 primary per-
sonality factors.
Although the investigator found four out of
sixteen factors significantly different (a1pha=.0J) when
eorparing outstanding male intercollegiate swinmers io
males of similar age in the normal populati-on, he accepted
hypothesis three. The outstanding male intercollegiate
swi.nuners differed significantly from the national norm
on Factor A (more reserved, detached, critical, aloof),
Factor B (more intelligent, abstract-thinking, bright),
Factor N (more forthrightr" natural, artless, unpretentious)
and Factor Qo (more undisciplined self-conflict, follows)
own urges, careless of protocol).
From an analysis of the d.ata, the investigator
accepted hypothesis four, the less outstanding maLe
intercollegiate swinrners did not differ significantly
(a1pha=.05) from maLes of similar age in the normal popu-
lation except on Factor E. The less outstanding swiruners
were more assertive, independent, aggressive, stubborn
and competitive than males of similar age in the normal
population.
Conc■us■ons
Within the ■inits of this study, the fol■owing
conc■us■ons were_made8  perSOna■ity did not_メiStinguish
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male i-ntercollegiate swimmers from males of similar age
in the normal population; personality does not distinguish
levels of swimming proficiency; and personality did not
distinguish outstanding'ma1e intercollegiate swimmers and
less outstanding male intercollegiate svrimmers from -maIes
of sinilar age in the normaL population.
Recomaendations for .Further Study
Upon completion of this investigation, it is
recommended that future studies shoulds use the 196?
edition of Cattell's Sixteen Personality Factor Question-
naire (16 PF) Form A and. Forzr B in order to make compari-
sons with this and other studiesl investigate the person-
ality traits of swimmers prior to and after the competitive
season as well as during the competitive seasonS investi:
gate a Larger number of subjects so that it would'be possi-
b1e to use multivariate analysis; investigate an equal
nurnber cf outstanding and less outstanding swimmersi and
adninister the test instrument to all subjects at the same
time and under identical conditions.
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Appendix A
Form A 7962 Edition
Raw Scores - Outstanding Swimmers
Subjects A B C E I' G H I''L M N 0 Qf 82 a3 a+
I
2
3
I+,
5
6
?
8
9"
10
11
t2
t3
14
L5
t6
?t2L6tz 18t4Lz 4 B 8 gtttz g 5t5
gt2t524 19 t+2074 211 6 318L?10 4
8 7t314 5 8 118L422 BL4t273 ?16
3 9t520tU ll 5 I 5g 8 611 L5 S ?
9 722t6121617 10 8Lz 4 ? g 9tz g
411 L5L6 gt4 ? ? 9L5 8 6:JtS B10
5L22017L5L5t4 6 4t2L2 ? 10t6 1,272
9 720 18 18 4t5 11 lotS I 5to,S 3 g
t7 5 1811tUtz 6 6 S 11 6 11tz 8 5 ?
g gttt,20t6 4 6 51420 ? loLt+ 10 475
tULttzt522L3t9 6 4 ? BtU 6 ? g g
101173t21873t5 910131111 8 5 gt?
11 516 1110L6tU 5 111013L5 814 B10
9 1127L5131?15 ? 3 6t6 6L2L2t3 3
5 92t B18t5L5Ljtt 10 I ?tt 1110tz
9 8 lt+ ? 18.L5 73 11 10 10 1ll 10 4 411 73
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Appendix B
Fom A 1962 Edition
Sten Scores - Outstanding Sw■mmers
SubjectsA BP C E■F G H 工 L Mf N0 Q1 Q2 a3 a+
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
4・10 6 5
5 10  5 10
5546
1759
5596
2966
3787
5587
627年
5 7・5 9
8 9ン,4 6
6945
6464
5 9・8 6
3782
5  6 1.5  2
7653
7  1  8  8
2  3  1 10
5  1  3  5
4776
3635
5764
7 1'6 7
5534
6133
9684
7666
3763
4 8、6 5
7768
7757
5  3
1 5
81
6
5  6
5  7
2  6
6  7
3  5
810
2  3
6  6
6  5
1  2
6  5
6  5
?
???
?
???
????
?
??
?
6 7527
110952
8 7747
3 7823
4 5574
3 8845
4  6 9  7  5
3   6  8  1  年
6 7533
6 9627
8 3454
6 4357
8 4845
3 7771
4 7655
6 226・6
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Appendix C
Fozm A 7962 Edition
Raw Scores 
- 
less Outstanding Swimmers
SubjectsA B エ Lず MN 0 Q1 a2 e3 a4HGFEC
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
511 11 2320 LL16 615 13 10 1r+
10 772 141012 g 512727315
g ?20lt+tg 1ll 5 5 4 5t6 g
910 14 1920 81.3 10 10 gto g
7 7t6t6t2 81072 10L41212
4 5lt+ 1820 18t6 10 10 14 1072
10 9L979791316 9 6D 9 9
12 823L52L7516 10 3 I 4 t
1t 72216 101822 ? 10t4 11 6
t3tt 18t523t6 18 872 811 ?
9 11L2L7 1811 9t5 ?7312 11
4 11 8 18
10 16  6 1年
7 10 13 13
11  8 5 12
10 12  8 12
8  8 13 16
9 13 14 13
10  3 12  年
11 12 14 15
13 10  8  8
8 12  8 16
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Appendix D
Form A L962 Edition
Sten Scores 
- 
Less Outstanding Swimmers
Subjects  A  B  C  E  F  G  H, I  L  M  N  O  QI Q2 Q3・ 4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
3931084649658 1648
654635447678 6936
558676332195 4676
585883566455 7525
456643476767 6745
2.45789666757 4577
67787666364-5 5786
761068766:1311 6172
659639956763・ 7787
797697757364 864年
594774494666 4747
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